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I INTRODTICTION
"Buying Problems" in the broadest sense occupy a very
important place in the minds of present-day consumers. One has only
to listen to a group of persons in any informal situation to realize
that before long a discussion of some phase of this subject will
dominate the conversation, for a time at least.
A question might be raised as to whether or not this merely
serves as a trite topic of conversation, as does the subject of the
weather, or if the buying public is really dissatisfied with the
results of its purchasing. It is to be inferred, from liie fervor
accompanying many of these conversations, that the latter reason is
more nearly the correct answer.
Why this rather sudden interest in "getting one’s money’s
worth”? An increased desire for more satisfaction in life as well
as reduced incomes have conbined in causing many consumers to re-
evaluate their use of money and other resources. In many cases
when money was more plentiful, an unsatisfactory purchase was given
only momentary concern, for it could be replaced without seriously
depleting the pocketbook. This situation has changed. Incomes
must be stretched to do the utmost^ Along with this necessity has
come a vdiolesome desire really to know vdiat one is buying, and
^Jessie V. Coles, "Education of the Consumer Buyer". Supplement
to the Sixteenth Regional Conference Reports of the North Atlantic,
Southern, Central and Pacific Regions, Home Economics Education,
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whether or not the selling price is a reasonable one.^ Also, once
I
I
more it has become smart to know what is behind the price tag. For
;i many years the average consumer-buyer paid very little attention to
I
this important task. She paid the price asked by the seller,
I
perhaps at times expressing a little surprise and displeasure at
! 1
i' finding it so hi^ . But human beings must be housed, fed and
clothed, so on she went buying vhat she considered necessary for
the welfare of her family. New she realizes that her buying
I
,
practices affect the happiness and comfort of the members of her
E
family and establish the standard and level of living for them.
I! Indications of this cnange in attitude may be gathered from
ji
I general observation of the buying practices of many women whom one
encounters wnile v5>on a shopping expedition, liore tangible evidence
I
i'




organizations such as the American Association of University Vfomen,
I the General Federation of Women’s Clubs and the American Home
' Economics Association, to their respective roembers,
|r7
Consumer-Buying in the Educational Program for Homemaking, United
j
States Office of Education, pp, XI-XIII,
h
: ^Jessie V. Coles, ’’Education of the Consumer Buyer”. Supplement
\ to the Sixteenth Regional Conference Reports of the North
i, Atlantic, Southern, Central and Pacific Regions, Home Economics
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1 the home were also produced in that same home and upom that farm
i
j
those consumers knew the quality of the materials and workmanship
I which went into them. With the developments and changes in methods
!:
[ of production of goods in general, it has become increasingly
!
difficult for consumers to trace the origin of commodities, because
the producer and the consumer are so far removed from each other.
^
Often times a would-be purchaser is confused by the extensive
array of articles offered for sale. For example the purchase of a
can-opener would appear to be a simple task, A visit to the kitchen
i
department of any well-stocked department store will prove that can-
f
openers may be purchased for prices varying from ten cents to about
ii
!| two dollars. A person not experienced in the use of can-openers
ji
|| might well question the possibility of securing two dollars worth
of value from any can-opener. Others, more addicted to the use of
;
can-openers, might be able to appreciate the value represented by
the price tag on the most expensive one.
;
An experience similar to the one just outlined often interests
j
i; one in more serious considerations of articles about to be purchased.
!'
I
So, unlike the weather, individuals and groups are giving more
2
j
i thought to the spending of their money,
ii Consumer Buying in the Educational Program for Homemaking, United
[I States Office of Education, pp. 3-7.
Frances Zuill,”New Interest in Consumer Education and Protection",
I
Supplement to the Sixteenth Annual Regional Conference Reports of
the North Atlantic, Southern, Central and Pacific Regions, Home
Economics Education, 1934, United States Office of Education,
ii pp. 1-8.
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A concerted effort toward the development of the teaching of
Consumer Education has been made by teachers of Home Economics in
the public schools during the last four or five years. Accoording
to the memories of pioneer teachers in this field certain aspects
of buying have always been taught, but only very casually and in-
cidentally to the more fundamental acquisition of skills. It has
been estinated by investigators that the women of the United States
spend from 85 to 90 per cent of the total money spent Therefore
educators considered it logical to include the teaching of "Con-
sumer Education", or "Buying Problems" in the Home Economics classes
Ktdiere practically all the pupils are potential consumers and
spenders of this large percentage of the nation’s wealth. Home
Economics has been criticized by teachers of sociology, psychology,
and economics for taking unto itself, so many different jiiases
of work. An analysis of the ordinary duties and responsibilities
of the efficient homemaker will be sufficient evidence for
2including this and many other "extras" in the curriculum. How-
ever, the concern of practically-minded educators is not so much
^Adelaide S, Baylor, "Consumer Education as a Part of Our Program
in Education for Homemaking". Supplement to the Sixteenth Annual
Regional Conference Reports of the North Atlantic, Southern,
Central and Pacific Regions, Home Economics Education, 1934, United
States Office of Education, p. 1.
^Mildred Weigley Wood, Ruth Lindquist and Lucy A. Studley, lilanaging
the Home, Houghton-lVIifflin Company, pp. 16-17 (insert)
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where this study shall be placed, but to be sure that it is included
in one or more courses in the program of work. Touching as it does,
so many courses and phases of education, it would seem that it could
be handled most efficiently by using it as a basis for coordination
of several subjects, especially, economics, social sciences and home
economics,^ Certainly the scope is sufficient to provide naterial
for these courses and others.
Leonard V. Koos, "Consumer Education in the Secondary School", Ihe
School Review (December, 1934), pp, 737-750,
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II IHE PROBLEM
A. Statement of Problem
Teachers of Home Economics in the State-Aided Vocational
Schools and Departments of liassachusetts eacpressed to the State
Supervisors of Household Arts Education, a need for assistance in
developing courses of study or outlines for units of work in
"Consumer Education". Interest in this phase of education for
homemakers and potential homemakers is a result of the economic
conditions of recent years when buying must be carefully done in
order that satisfaction may result,^ ^ Hierefore the problem was
to prepare and to present to these teachers material which would
serve as a guide for them in developing unit courses in Consumer
Education udiich would be in keeping with the background, needs and
abilities of any specific group of pupils.
B. Limitations of Problem
Plans for aiding teachers in their work along the lines of
Consumer Education necessitated finding more specifically what was
already being done in the State-Aided Vocational Homemaking Schools
and Departments of liassachusetts. It was observed by the state
supervisors during their visits to schools that in some schools
^ouis Bader, "The American Family Income and Prosperity", Journal
American Statistical Society (Septonber, 1933), pp. 303-306.
2Consume r-isuying in the Educational Program for Horaenaking, United
States Office of Education, pp, 3-12,
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progress ]3ad been made in the teaching of this phase of Home
Economics, An analysis of the courses of study of these schools,
on file at the office of the State Department of Education, revealed
;bhe fact that two schools, Essex Co^mty Homemaking School, and
Holyoke High School, were each teaching a semester course in Con-
sumer Education, No mention of this work was made in other courses
of study, but the observations of the state supervisors during their
visits to schools led them to believe that other schools were teach-
ing units along this line, but under other names. It seemed wise
to secure the cooperation of the teachers who had already developed
some plans for this vork. Information from their experiences
secured by means of a questionnaire together with the findings of
college teachers and high school teachers outside the state of
IVIassachusetts^ were used as the basis for a bulletin called,
"Consumer Purchasing Education", This bulletin has been distributed
to directors of all State-Aided Vocational Schools and Departments
in Massachusetts vhere Homemaking instruction is given.
The problem, in all its phases was confined to the State-Aided
Vocational Homemaking Schools and Departments of Massachusetts
for two reasons: (1) It was possible to secure first-hand, authentic
information regarding the practices within these schools; (2) Ihe
problems within these schools and departments could be expected
to be someT^at uniform in scope and in type. Although the problem
is specifically related to these schools, the results of the study
^See bibliography lo
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may be found useful in other high schools and in classes for adults,
especially as they are expected to serve as guides only, to a
development of individual courses and outlines of work. Both the
subject matter and the terminology are scaled to the. level of
Vocational High School and Trade School pupils,
C, Work Already Done
General interest in Consumer Education has had very rapid
growth within the last few years. This is shown by a review of
women’s magazines such as Good Housekeeping, Ladies Hone Journal
and Woman’s Home Companion; by a study of the professional magazines
! related to Home Economics, The Journal of Home Economics and
Practical Home Economics; and by the programs of the Federated
Women’s Clubs and Home Economics Associations, Home Economics
Schools and colleges throughout the nation have given considerable
attention to the teaching of this phase of their work.
A study of bulletins from nineteen colleges and universities
offering Horae Economics courses during the summer session of 1938
show than ten^ of these have coxn*ses dealing directly with some form
^1. Boston University
2. University of California
3. Cornell University
4. Fitchburg State Teachers College
5. University of Minnesota
New York University
7, Pennsylvania State College
8, Teachers College, Columbia University
9, University of Tennessee
10,
University of Washington
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j! of Consumer Education. Every one of the other nine^ have courses
;!
' which will include consideration of consumer problems, according to
i:
I
the descriptions of the courses contained in these bulletins. The
!j
;
institutions represented may be considered to constitute a fair
]
sampling of the summer schools offering Home Economics in 1938.
Very little material of specific use to teachers has been printed
i
or even mimeographed, so that it is very difficult to secure definite
' information relative to it, The reason for this is that teachers
have felt inadequate in dealing with the subject and outlines and
I
I
courses of study are in tentative form only,
1
!
A great amount of work on this subject of Consumer Education has
I
been done by Home Economics Associations, The American Home Economics
I
I Association is the official organization of those persons engaged in
' Home Economics activities such as teaching, extension work, nutrition
and dietetics, social service, home service work of public utilities,
I
and last but not least, homemakers in their own homes. Branches of
!
,
this organization are to be found in every state, and several of the
[
state organizations are divided into sectional groups. In this way,
j
^1. Colorado State College
2, George Peabody College for Teachers
3, University of Maine
I 4, University of Oklahoma
5, Oregon State College
6, Plattsburg Teachers College
7, Syracuse University
8, University o f Vermont




the national association reaches a very large number of persons
interested in Consumer Education, The earliest publication of
this organization \idiich related definitely to this subject was,
”Household Purchasing: Suggestions for Cl\jb Programs", a bxilletin
published in 1930, The revision of this bulletin appeared in 1936,
and bears the title, "Consumer Buying". This one was prepared
jointly by the Committee on Standardization of Consumers* Goods of
the American Home Economics Association and the Bureau of Home
Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, This bulletin
contains subject matter material concerning the buying of the
fimdamental necessities, information related to so-called consumer’s
aids, and considerable reference material. It was intended to serve
as a guide for group programs, but it has also been found suggestive
for courses of study in schools.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, a national honorary society of Home
Economists, has made it possible by means of a grant of money for
the American Home Economics Association to extend its Consumer
Education research and service, A part-time paid worker is employed
to compile lists of publications pertinent to Consumer Edixiation,
These lists, together with abstracts from the reports of the Federal
Trade Commission, Food and Drug Administration, and current legisla-
tive action, form a bulletin sent out to subscribers about once a
month.
Another service of this Association is the publishing of
pamphlets and leaflets containing information on the buying of
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different commodities. The Joiirnal of Home Economics, tiie official
organ of the national association, published monthly throu^out
the school year, usually contains articles of interest to consumers.
The American Association of University V/omen has issued a
study guide entitled, "Scientific Consumer Purchasing". IVhile
this was intended for the use of Association members in their
programs, it has been found helpful in planning units of work for
schools
.
The National Better Business Bureau, Inc., and the Better
Business Bureaus of variovis cities throughout the country are making
extensive contributions to the education of the consumer. The
results of their investigations are made known to the public and
several of these bureaus have published bulletins of information
concerning the buying of specific commodities. These bulletins
are prepared and edited by well-known authorities in each field
and therefore represent up-to-date authentic information.
The Bureau of Home Economics of the United States Department
of Agriculture aims to help consumers with their immediate
problems. Ivlany research studies pertaining to homemaking activities
are carried on in a very scientific manner. The results of these
studies are made available in pamphlets which are sold for a very
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The purchasing of drugs and other medical supplies can be
accomplished in a more intelligent manner if attention is given
to the services offered by the American Medical Association, the
American Dental Association and the American Pharmaceutical
Association* These organizatio ns examine sanples of food and drug
products offered for sale and also survey the advertising material
xised to promote the sales. The statements regarding the analyses
of products are published in the official publications of the
specific organization and also in other publications which are
intended for the information of lay persons. A display of the trade
marks or seals of these associations in connection with any product
indicate that the product has the acceptance of the agency, but
does not imply a recommendation of the article for any particular
purpose.
Several of the so-called Women* s 1/Iagazines maintain a testing
service for household articles and food products,^ The results
of the tests are made known to consumers by two methods. Pamphlets
are prepared and sold; these contain information which will help a
prospective buyer, but it may not be sufficiently specific to be
more than suggestive for further study of the problem, A second
method of conveying information regarding this testing service is by
means of the display of some "stamp of approval" in the advertisements
^Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal, Woman’s Home Companion,
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of the products appearing in these magazines, Hiis is even more
vague in its meaning than the contents of the pamphlets. The value
which a purchaser receives from this kind of ’’information'* is the
knowledge that in ail probability the product will do no harm if used
as advised and that the claims are not unfair. It has more of a
negative ass\jrance than a helpful positive one,
There are several independent testing laboratories vdiose services
are available to those vdio can afford to pay for them. Such agencies
are used by manufactiorers and by retailers; throi;igh them consumers
may be benefited, but individuals receive little value from this type
of service. Similar testing bureaus are maintained by several large
commercial firms. Their findings are relayed to consumers through
bulletins, labels and informative advertising.
The work of the public utilities should be mentioned in
connection with testing laboratories. They have conducted investiga-
tions along the lines of their own commodities which in most cases is
service of some kind. Their bulletins are informative but call for
careful comparative evaluation on the part of the consigner, as their
primary purpose is to promote the sale of some commodity or service.
Two consumers’ organizations receiving considerable attention
during the last few years are Consumers’ Research and Consumers’
IMion, Both organizations issue reports to their paid members, most
of v^om are consumer-buyers. These r^orts attempt to give information
on various brands of goods on the market. Undoubtedly consumers may
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secure useful information from these reports and buying guides, but
the chief criticism from research workers and from business organiza-
tions viiose products are described cr rated is that the research
back of these reports is not sufficiently extensive to be entirely
reliable.
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration through the Con-
sumers’ Counsel Division has published several bulletins of summary
information and annotated references related to consumer problems,
Ihese lists of references are comprehensive and vdiile some of the
articles mentioned are not easily sec\ired, others are available to
cons^lmers free or for a slight cost. Their free bulletin, ’’Con-
sumers’ Guide” published twice a month includes current information
on prices, quality, and supply of many commodities.
The work of the federal government in helping consumers has
j:
been referred to specifically in connection with the Bureau of Home
I'
Economics, Ihere are other ways in vdiich the government aids in con-
jt
Ij
veying information to the consumer. The Federal Trade Commission
I
has set up rules and regulations for the protection of the consumer,
I)
|j
The publication of information regarding these would provide a
ii liberal education for c®nsinners if all this information were avail-
||
I able in a form understandable to the lay person. The National
i
j
Bureau of Standards is another government agency having great
j
potential help for consumers. Several of their bulletins are
ii
II
excellent sources of information for teachers and for homemakers,
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typical bulletins are:
A Basis for a Performance Specification for Women’s Full-Fashioned
Silk Hosiery, by H. F, Schiefer and R. S. Cleveland, Miscellaneous
Publication M-149, 1935. Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
D. C.
Hosiery Lengths, Commercial Standards CS46-36, 1936. Superinten-
dent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
Woven Dress Fabrics: Testing end Reporting, Commercial Standard
CS59-36, 1936, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
Information on Refrigeration, Letter Circular LC-419, 1934,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
Ihe United States Office of Education through the Vocational
Division recognized the value of teaching Consvcner Education in the
schools in 1934. At each of the four regional conferences held by
this Division that year groups studied the problem. They endeavored
to answer the numerous requests for aid in teaching pupils, both
adults and youths, how to buy more intelligently, by a mimeographed
bulletin called, ”Consuraer Education". This was a "Supplement to
the Sixteenth Annual Regional Conference Reports of the North
Atlantic, Southern, Central and Pacific Regions, Home Economics
Education", and was distributed to State Executive Officers, State
Vocational Directors, State Supervisors, and Teacher-Training
Staffs in Vocational Education in Home Economics, in September,
1934, This bulletin contains vdiat might be called a background of
explanation for the need of teaching this phase of education in
the schools, followed by outlines of subject matter and suggested









to books, magazines and pamphlets on Economics and vhat might be
termed subject matter Home Economics texts. At the time it was
issued this bulletin was probably of the most specific help to
teachers of Home Economics of all naterial then available. The
following j^ear another bxilletin which really assumed the proportions
of a book, was put out in printed foim. It is called "Consumer-
Buying in the Educational Program for Homemaking". Ihis was issued
by the United States Office of Education and it is an outgrowth of
the smaller bulletin just referred to. The first part is given to
"General Considerations", ifdiich inclvide a discussion of the need
for education in Consumer-Buying and suggestions for teaching it at
the secondary school level and at the adult level. Part two deals
with outlines and source material. This bulletin has been the
greatest single help to teachers of Home Economics. In the second
part, the suggestions for content of lessons to be taught are
particularly useful to busy teachers v4io may have neither the time
nor the initiative to develop lesson plans for themselves. The
material is written in such a way that it will not quickly grow
out-of-date.
Late in May, 1938, a real consumer book was published,
"Y/hen You Buy" by Trilling, Eberhart and Nicholas, published by
J, B. Lippincott Company. This is probably the first and only
specific consumer education book written especially for the use
of teachers in high schools. Undoubtedly it will find its greatest
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field in Home Economics courses, but will also be useful in social
science and economics courses. The elements of economics are given
in their relation to everyday sitxxations, including present-day
practices. The problems and questions which illustrate methods of
buying will be at least a partial answer to the many requests which
teachers have made to the state supervisors of Home Economics in
Massachusetts, for suggestive problems and practices to be used in
the teaching of tiiis work. This book is too new to have been tried
out in its final form, but the experiences of the authors give
promise of value*
It may seem that this list of contributions to the field is
fairly extensive, but for the most part, they are but beginnings.
Some of them bear only a very general relationship to the real
problem of Consumer Education. Several have made no attempt to
reach the problems of class teaching. Teachers have used many,
probably all of the sources of information included here. So far
it has been necessary to survey all types of material in a search
for that which would be most useful to a particular school or class.
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III. Methods Used in the Investigation.
The preparation of material vdiich would guide teachers in
developing unit courses along the lines of Consumer Education
necessitated securing specific information regarding the teaching
which was already being done in the State-Aided Vocational Homeraakingj
Schools and Departments of Iviassachusetts , The usual means of securing
such information were employed; questionnaires were sent to the
Directors of 70 Household Arts, General Vocational, Continuation
^ I
*1
and Trade Schools vhere homemaking was taught. Returns were
received from 52 of these schools. Knowledge of the programs in
the other 18 schools as secured throu^ visits of supervisors and
study of the courses of study on file at the office of the State
Department of Education bears evidence that the reports for the
52 schools include all the general types of information taught in
the smaller ninnber of schools not reporting.
The information secured from these questionnaires was used as
a basis for discussion in a class at the Fitchburg Summer Session
of 1937. In this discussion group were teachers from seven of the
schools not reporting upon the questionnaire; in this way further
information was obtained. Also this discussion helped to clarify
I
some of the controversial matters involved.
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CONSUT®R EDUCATION STUDY FOR THE FITCHBURG
SUT.IIER SESSION OF 1937
1, Do you give "Consumer Education", or "Buying Problems" as a separate course?
Yes No
A, Vfliat is the name of the course?
B, Vi/hat is the length in class hours?
C, In what years is it given? 9 10 11 12
2, Do you teach a series of lessons on Consumer Education as a part of the
course of study in
Foods Related Art
Clothing Household Science
Home Management Household Arithmetic
Laundering Others
3, Do you include any information on Consumer Education as incidental to
the subject matter of other courses rather than as a planned course
or unit?
Yes No
A. What is your definite plan for determining that
such information is actually included?
4,
Do you feel that you are providing adequate instruction for this phase
of Household Arts Education?
Yes No
A. What further assistance would you consider of value
in developing this phase of instruction?
5.
Will you please attach a copy of any course of study, or outline of
instr\iction pertinent to the teaching of any phase of Consumer
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Letter of transmittal for Consumer Education Study
for Fitchburg Sumtasr Session,
At the Fitchburg Summer Session we are planning a
conference on the subject of teaching ’’Consumer Education"
or "Buying Problems". In connection with this work we need
up-to-date information concerning the teaching of this
subject in your school.
Will you kindly answer the questions vJiich are
enclosed, or ask a teacher to do so, and return the list
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IV ANALYSIS OF OHE
”C0NSU!>I:R EDOCATEON study for the FITCHBERG Sm®.'ER SESSION OF 1937”
A, Statistical Retxirns
1. Do you give ”Consuner Education”, or ”Buying Problems” as a
separate course?
Yes 3 No 49
E. Do you teach a series of lessons on Consumer Education as a
part of the course in
Foods 21 Related Art 8
Clothing 32 Household science 9
Home klanagement 26 Household Arithmetic 15







3. Do you include any information on Cons’umer Education as in-
cidental to the subject matter of other courses rather than as
a planned course or unit?
Yes 48 No 4
A. IVhat is your definite plan for determining that
such information is actually included?
Courses of study.
Oral reports.
Teachers’ good sense of values
4, Do you feel that you are providing adequate instruction for this
phase of Household Arts Education?
Yes
_26 No 26
A. I'Jhat further assistance would you consider of value in
developing this phase of instruction?
Course of study and outlines of work.
Standards for minimum essentials,
Biiying counsel.
Opportunities for girls to ”shop”.
Practice house for immediate application of theory.
Summer course for teachers.
Suggestive problems.
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5, Will you please attach a copy of any course of study or outline
of instruction pertinent to the teaching of any phase of Con-
sumer Education which srou are giving in your Vocational Classes.
(Nine such courses and outlines received)
B. Comments Upon The Study
Three schools reported having separate courses for the teaching
of Consumer Education, and 49 do not have separate courses. The
three separate courses are as follows:
Fabric Study and Consumer Information, 20 periods, given to 10th
grade pupils.
Home ^5anagement (Separate part of vdiole course) given to 11th
grade pupils,
Rteirketing, 45 class hours, given to 11th and 12th grade pupils.
Thirty-eight schools teach a series of lessons on Consumer
Education as a part of other courses. The subjects with which this
information is included are listed below. The numbers following the
subjects indicate the number of schools in viiich Consumer Education
is included in the various courses.
Foods 21 Related Art 8
Clothing 32 Related Science 9
Home llanagement 26 Household Arithmetic 15
Laundering 14 Economic s 2
English, Chemistry, Civics, Family Relationships and Leisure
Activities were each mentioned by one school, as subjects including
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Forty-eight of the fifty-tw schools include Consumer Education
as incidental to the subject matter of other courses. It is obvious
that there is much overlapping of these two latter plans, that is
(2nd) a series of lessons on Consumer Education as a part of the
course of study in other subjects, and (3rd) including information
on Consumer Education as incidental to the siJbject matter of other
coiirses, as 38 report using the former of these plans and 48 the
latter, all out of a total of 52 schools. There is no reason vrtiy
either of these plans, or the first one, that of giving a separate
course for Consumer Education, should be mutually exclusive, one
of another. It is expected and desirable that the incidental
teaching of this material be included in the teaching of all phases
of homemaking education.
The foiir schools answering "No" to the question regarding in-
cluding Consumer Education information as incidental to the subject
matter of other coiirses, gave as their reasons or explanations:
2 - Adequate instruction by series of lessons as a part of
coiirses of study in other subjects.
2 - Some instruction given by series of lessons as a part of
courses of study in other subjects, but instruction
considered inadequate.
The request for information regarding the definite plans for
determining that this Consumer Education material is actually in-
cluded in the si4)ject matter of other courses brought forth the
information that in thirty- three of the schools, it is included in
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the co\u*ses of study and. outlines of work. In four schools the
matter seems to he left to the **teachers’ good sense of values."
A summary of the answers to the first three questions of this
qxiestionnair e indicates very clearly that considerable attention is
being given to the teaching of Consumer Education in the Vocational
0
Homemaking Schools of I.5assachusetts , There is little uniformity in
the methods of accomplishing this, but the most effective Homemaking
education has always been considered informal in nature and
practically limitless in scope.
Some doubt might be raised as to the accuracy of the informa-
tion in the answers of the questionnaires. It is true that the
requests were sent out by an assistant state supervisor of House-
hold Arts Education, and obviously the answers could be used to
determine, in some degree, the breadth and content of the Homemaking
programs in these schools. The official courses of study for all
state-aided Vocational Homemaking Schools, on file at the State
Department of Education, together with the reports of visits by
supervisors, to these schools, indicate that a true picture of the
existing conditions relative to the teaching of Consumer Education
was secured.
Half of these fifty-tivo Homeraaking Schools considered that the
instruction iidiich they were offering in Consumer Education was
adequate, and the other half stated that they thought they should
be doing more, "Vhen asked vhat further assistance would be of value
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in teaching this phase of Homemaking Education the answers were
varied. Twenty-nine stated that a suggestive course of study or
an outline of work would be most useful. Several of the other
requests related more or less directly to suggestive content for such
a course. Some expressed a need for more time, more opportunity for
application of theory, and better cooperation from teachers of other
subjects. One school eaqsressed a need for more cooperation from the
parents, in allowing pupils to ”go shopping” for the family,
Ihe request for courses of study or outlines of instruction
pertinent to the teaching of any phase of Consumer Education being
taught in Vocational Homemaking classes brought forth nine such
documents relative to various phases of Consumer Education and vary-
ing greatly as to content and to details. Some of these outlines
will be found in the Appendix to this thesis.
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V SUGGEESTTVE COURSE OF STUDY
A. Jiistifications
The request of the directors from half of the schools was for
a siaggestive course of study for teaching Consumer Education in the
Vocational Homemaking Schools, Teachers stated that they had found
it very difficult to secure satisfactory reference materials for
themselves and for their pupils. It has been necessary to peruse a
great deal of worthless material in order to find that which was
useful. It may be true that some of these teachers may have been
wishing for a ready-made outline of work which they could use with
little thought or originality on their part. No one outline can be
used satisfactorily for even the seventy Vocational Homemaking Schools
and Departments in L'lassachusetts
,
but these schools represent a more
\inified group than the schools of the ^ole country. Also teachers
of Home Economics are expected to be specialists in at least twelve
fields, namely, foods, nutrition, home management, home nursing,
infant care, child training, money management, clothing, textiles,
social usages, character education and hospitality. If we add
consumer education to the list, it is mounting to a place where one
might well quote, ”Jack of all grades and master of none,” Obviously
li
it is impossible for any one teacher to even survey current materials
in all these fields

A recent survey made by "’*Vhat’s New in Home Economics”
,
a
national newspaper for Home Economists, brought forth the fact that
these tviio Ihousand Home Economists are using two himdred and twenty-
two sources of material on Consumer Education. These included
41 books, 16 consumer publications, 17 periodicals and trade journals;
also material published by 35 educational organizations and educa-
tional material published by 83 commercial organizations. A
miscellaneous assortment broiaght the total to 222 different sources
of consumer educational material. These were supposed to comprise
a selected list; it would be impossible even to estimate the great
number which were examined in order to compile this preferred list.
With these facts in mind, material which is considered to be
most helpful to this group of schools, has been assembled for the
presentation of suggestions for teaching ^Consumer Purchasing
Education” in the State-Aided Vocational Schools and Departments
of Massachusetts. It is expected that it will serve as a guide
only, and that each teacher will develop a course or unit in keep-
ing with the background, needs, and abilities of any specific group
of pupils •
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ihe subject of consumer purchasing has received more and more
attention within the past few years. An increased desire for more
satisfaction in life, as well as reduced incomes have combined in
causing many consumers to re-evaluate their use of money and other
resources,
’Vhen the buying public began to investigate the situation, the
discovery was made that the consumer is so far removed from the
producer that he knows very little about the production of goods or
vrtiat takes place between the production and the untimate consumption
of goods vdiich are used every day. The term "middleman” has been
!
used rather freely, but with very little understanding of its mean-
i
i ing; in fact, it has served as a convenient place to lay the blame
j
for many undesirable factors about wdiich the consumers know very
)
I
little. It is commonly supposed that there are three major persons or
!
j
companies to be reckoned with in practically all purchases, namely
the producer, the middleman, and the consumer; but this set-up,
accepted without question for so long, is now being challenged, and
intelligent study is bringing to light many surprising facts.
The variety cf markets with wnich the consumer is confronted
is in itself a problem. Shall the chain store or the cooperative
)
j
store be patronized or should the nei^bornood grocer receive all
j
the business? Shall mail-order houses be encouraged, or shall house-
'i
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many problems which confront the consxmier.
Ihe buying of goods and services is a duty iNhich must con-
stantly be performed in order for society to exist in the complex
life which goes on in the civilized parts of the world today.
Previously very little attention has been given by the lay person
to this very important duty, but now !!r, and Ifirs. Consumer are
realizing how much this affects the happiness and comfort, and the
standard and level of living of the family. It is frequently said
that the consumers are the ones who rule the trade world of manu-
facturers, vdiolesalers, and retailers. If this be true, why is it
that buying is such a difficult task? Certainly nearly every would-
be purchaser has had the experience of going to the store with the
money in his pocket in order to buy a specific commodity, and still
may not have made a purchase, simply because he could not find what
he wanted. If consumer is king, vtoy does this situation exist?
Perhaps time and study will answer this question, but it is a
difficult and involved situation at best.
If the level of living in many families is to be raised, it is
necessary that homemakers receive full value and satisfaction for
their money and other resources. But how is one to know that he is
receiving full value? The goods and services for sale in the
markets today are so complex that it is practically impossible for
the average buyer to know wdiat he is getting in return for his
money. And surely no person can be an expert in selecting all the
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various types of goods and services vdiich he is called upon to
purchase. Goods, services, and markets are confusing. Therefore
it would seem that the most satisfactory answer to these queries is
the education of the present consumers, especially homematers and
those pupils vAio are prospective consumer purchasers as to standards
and levels of living desired in homes and communities.
2, THE NEED FOR TEACHING C0NSm!ER EHJCAHON
IN VOCATIONAL HOJ.EFAKING SCHOOLS
Pupils in homemaking classes are all potential homemakers; in
fact, most of them are assuming some responsibilities within the
home parallel with their school duties. It is generally acknowledged
that the women of this country spend from 85 to 90 per cent of the
total money spent. Die average family in the United States has an
income of $1,000. to $1,500. per year, approximately $20. to #30. per
week. Die majority of families in the United States range in income
from $500, to $2,000. per year or approximately $10, to $40. per week.
Considering all these facts, it would seen that homemaking teachers
must give much emphasis to the teaching of consumer education in its
broadest conception. For several years the selection and purchasing
of materials for all types of home economics classes have been in-
cluded in the curricula, but now it is becoming a more purposeful
activity.
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Home economists are sometimes criticized for including too
many different phases of vgork in their field. An analysis of the
duties of a homemaker vd.ll convince the most critically-minded
person that a successful homemaker has the most coir^jrehensive and
often difficult job in existence. The duties may center around
feeding, clothing, and housing the members of a' family, but they
also include caring for the sick, rearing the children, and extend-
ing hospitality, all of vriiich requires the cooperation and counsel
of the entire family. In fact, how many Jobs or professions are
there vdiich have no relation to the home?
3. IHE PLACE OF CONSmoER PURCHASING IN TEJE CURRICULUli
A recent study of the home economics programs of 70 schools
shows than in only three of these schools are there separate courses
in "Consumer Education", or "Buying Problems", One may well ponder
on the reasons for this. Is it that the subject is not important?
Is it one of the things for which there is no room in the crowded
curriculum of the present-day school? Is the material incorporated
in some other course or courses? Is there perhaps no one viio cares
to undertake the teaching of this phase of education? It is
earnestly hoped that the third question may be answered in the
affirmative, and the study just mentioned shows that such is the
case in many schools, A few schools reported "separate units on
Consmner Education" in various homemaking courses, and still more
schools reported that material pertaining to this subject is in-
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eluded in other courses or units* It is gratifying to note that
every one of these schools reported that some consideration is being
given to consumer problems. Only a very few schools stated that they
considered that they were giving adequate attention to this phase of
homemaking; the majority frankly stated that they were “doing some-
thing along these lines”, but that they realized the need for doing
more and wished assistance in planning their courses of study. It
is in an effort to help the teachers of these schools that this
bulletin is being prepared and distributed.
During the last few years educators have been giving their
attention to integrating their programs of work. Considering how
vitally this problem of consumer education affects all activities of
the school and the home, it seems an excellent nucleus from which to
work in integrating several subjects. In the high scnools, the
teachers of the social sciences, the commercial subjects, mathematics,
I and economics, could work with the home economics teacher in develop-
ing courses of study which would strengthen all courses and avoid
duplication. Teachers of all these subjects are specialists and are
usually inclined to consider their own fields as all-important. An
understanding director or principal can do much to coordinate the
work of these various departments for the benefit of both teachers
and pupils.
The work to be included in each department will depend upon
several factors, chiefly the abilities of the various teachers, the
interest which they have in the subject, and the time available. Such
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tangible resources as program arrangement, eqid.pment, and supplies
can usually be manipulated so as to serve the best interests of the
greatest numbers if 1he persons involved are sufficiently cooperative.
However, there should be some one person responsible for the coordina-
tion or integration of this whole subject of consumer purchasing as
it is carried on in each school.
Vocational home economics first reaches pupils who are about
fourteen years of age. Previous to this, most of them have had some
experierffies which have given them an interest in buying, Ihe child
of four or five years who is given a penny or a nickel attaches great
importance to the spending of that coin. Does this argue for the
teaching of buying information at the pre-school age? Undoubtedly
it indicates that some teaching should be done before pupils reach
the age of fourteen. One town in this Commonwealth has received
national recognition for its work along these lines in the lower
grades.
It is sufficient to say that pupils enrolled in vocational
homemaking classes bring with them some ideas on the spending of
money. There will be a variety of ideas, some good and some bad.
Therefore, in some instances it wriLll be necessary to attempt to over-
come some of these undesirable habits and ideas as well as to lay a
foundation for the development cf new teachings.
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4, OBJECTIVES
There are certain general objectives which will perroeate any
course or unit which includes material on the teaching of consumer
purchasing. It may be well to state objectives for the teacher,
and also objectives for the pupils, While these objectives are
primarily for home economics, undoubtedly they will be suggestive
to other teachers dealing with the buying phase of their subjects.
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a) Objectives for teachers*
A. Recognition of the responsibility for teaching
consumer purchasing to pupils in homemaking and
other classes,
B. Realization of the variation of standards and
levels of living and their effect on home manage-
ment and buying practices,
C. The desire to develop ability to plan in order
to secure maximum satisfaction in the use of
money and resources,
D. Resourcefulness in utilizing available help in
the teaching of this subject,
E. Acquaintance with the pupils, meeting them vdiere
they are, and helping them to build upon their
previous experiences, present interests, and
future desires.
F, Cooperation with teachers of other subjects
working toward an integrated program -vdiich
includes consumer purchasing.
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Objectives for pupils
A. Development of ability to ;^end money in such a
way that they may secure the most returns in
goods and in satisfaction,
B. Knowledge of ways and means of improving manage-
ment and buying practices vfaich will result in
**A” above.
C, ICnowledge of guides viiich will help the pupils
to judge the value of their choices in buying,
D, To know how prices are determined.
E, Interpretation of advertisements, radio broad-
casts, labels, guarantees, and other so-called
information i/diich is placed before the buying
public,
F, Development of a spirit of fairness and of
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I! 5. SOURCE mTERIAL
t
I
!| General home economics text and reference books will provide
il
I excellent material for teaching consumer purchasing. No definite
i!
Ij reference to such books has been made in this outline, assuming
ii
I
that homemaking teachers are familiar with these as source material.
'I
jl
A partial list of selected publications viiich have been found
to be especially applicable to problems of consumer purchasing
follows:
BOOKS AND BOOKLETS
Managing Personal Finances David F. Jordan
Prentic e-Hall
Elementary Economics Carver and Carmichael
Ginn and Company
vVhat About Dollars? Educational Research Association
McClure Publishing Company
Consumer Buying in the Education-
al Program for Homemaking
Economic Problems of the Family
Opportunities for Recreation in
Greater Boston
Economics of Household Production
Spending the Family Income
American Standards and Plans
of Living
Vocational Education Bulletin
No, lb2, Superintendent of
Documents, Washington, D, C,
Hazel K30*k
Harper and Brothers
N. Y, A. for Massachusetts,
210 Park Square Building,
31 St. James Avenue, Boston
Margaret Reid
John Wiley and Sons, Inc,
S. Agnes Donham
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N. Y. A. for Massachusetts,
210 Park Square Building,





How to Spend Money Ruth Brindze
The Vanguard Press
Money Management Method Florence Barnard
Book I for elementary and American Association Economic
junior high school vrork. Education, 141 Milk Street, Boston















D. Van Nostrand Company
Trilling, Eberhart and Nicholas
J. B, Lippincott Company
MAaAZIMES^
Journal of Home Economics, 62C Mills Building, V/ashington, D. C,
Practical Home Economics, 468 Foxirth Avenue, New York, New York
National Consumer News, 2C5 East 42nd Street, New York, New York
Forecast, 6 East 39th Street, New York, New York
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uii 6. Sources of Supplementary IVIaterial
%
j;
American Home Economics Association, 620 Mills Building, Washington,
D. C.
j
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
j




Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor,
Washington, D, C.
I
Boston Better Business Bureau, 80 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts
li National Association of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., 405 Lexington
J Avenue, New York, New York ^
!
United States Office of Education, Department of the Interior,
j
Washington, D. C,





Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D, C.
Consumers* League of Iviassachusetts
,
31A Mt. Vernon Street, Boston,
j
iviassachusetts
Eastern i/lassachusetts Consumer Institute, 85 Devonshire Street,
Boston, iviassachusetts






;! Sears, Roebuck and Compaiiy, Educational Division, Chicago, Illinois
i!
|l Ladies’ Home Journal, Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia,
ij Pennsylvania
I
Poliak Foundation for Economic Research, Newton, Massachusetts
I'
/unerican Association for University Women, 1634 I Street, V/ashing-
! ton, D. C.
t!
The Cooperative League, 167 West 12th Street, New York, New York
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?• BASIC PRINCIPLES IN CONSUMER PURCHASING








Buying done by pupils
A. For selves
B, As errands for others
C, Judgment used in
making choices




















































"When You Buy"-Ch, 2
and 5
’’Spending the Family








5. The Family Income














J. H. E., Vol. 28, No
Uses for family
income
J. H. E., 7ol. 28, No
(1) Family as a
whole
J. H. E., Yol. 29, No
(2) Individuals
(3) Fairness in
J. H. E., Yol. 29, No
sharing J. H. E., Yol. 29, No
P. H. E., July, 1926








SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND PROBLEI.B
1. Pupils discuss social factors vdiich determine habits of living
and spending, as conformity to custom or fashion, emulation of
neighbors and classmates, etc,




C. Relation of A to B.
3. Pupils list services or benefits in the community for which their
families spend no money.
4. Pupils list services for vdiich their families pay either in the
form of taxes or money,
5. Trips to service departments, as water, telephone, gas, electric,
also to the library and any museums and community centers.
6. Pupils list their buying activities during the preceding month
A. Classify these activities according to satisfaction received
and the need for judgment in planning and purchasing
B, Develop check lists for typical purchases made.
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and as advisable, the Ch. 6
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A. E2i)lanation of terms
2. Origin of standards "American Standards
and Plans of Living"-
Introducti on
3. Nature of standards
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B. Size of family
C. Ability to plan
and to use family
resources
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MJD PROBIEI.25
1. Pupils discuss factors which determine the standards of
living in the community,
E, Pupils discuss factors which determine the level of
living in a family,
3, Discussion of improved practices vtiich would lead to
raising the standard of living for the community,
4. Each pupil chooses one specific factor which he or she
will develop durir^g the year as an aid to better
standards.
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Price 1. Meaning of Price





( 3 ) Supply and demand
(4) Standing of store
and merchant
(5) Method of paying
B.Price as an indication
of quality
(1) Lack of uniformity







(2) Popularity of demand












(2) Reasons for true
bargains




d. Damaged goods or
"seconds”






the Family” - Ch. 17






Production" - Ch. 17
"^Jhen You Buy” - Ch. 4
”'«Vhat About Dollars?”-
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’’iVhen You Buy" - Ch, 3
"Economic Problems of
the Family" - pp. 316-
318
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AM) PROBLEMS
1, Pupils compare prices of common article such as a loaf of bread,
to see how many factors determining price they can discover.
8, Prepare chart on price variation and price factors of some
commodity vriiich has many brands and kinds,
3, Compare purchases in terras of amount, value, cleanliness, con-
dition of product, satisfaction, and popular appeal of the same
commodity packaged and in bulk,
4, Compare prices of several staple articles in different types of
stores in the community.
5, Pupils bring examples of effect on price of demand for seasonal
goods as fruits and vegetables, sport clothes, and flowers at
holiday tiroes.
6, Pupils bring to class all inforioation v\4iich they can secure con-
cerning any special sale vriiich is going on at a local store.
Discuss reasons for this sale and benefits to store and to
purchasers of goods.
7, Pupils set up requirements for a true "bargain” in terms of
some specific article.
8, Field trip to one or more factories to determine conditions under
which employees work and to give some idea of the processes
necessary to produce a given commodity.
9, Compare prices of winter coats at August sales, at the beginning
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B. Appeal to emotions
(1) Examples






















F. Reliability of adver-
tising information
(1) Need for evaluat-
ing













A.H.E.A. - pp. 9, 10
"Economic Problems of
the Family" - pp.452-
458




P. H. E., April, 1937
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND PROBLEMS
1. Pupils analyze advertisements by radio, in newspapers and
magazines to determine which ones include;
A. Description of product
B. Information for ^Jse of product
C. Purported value of product
D. Doubtful truths or half-truths
E. Ridiculous statements
2. Consider purchases of the last month to see how many were
the result of advertisements.
3. List actual services rendered by advertisers and advertising,
4. Pupils choose a well-known product, write ^advertising copy”
for it, which they consider adequate.
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!• Explanation of terms
2. Government standards
A. Application
B. Use to consumer
purchasers
3 . Grades
A, Variation of terms
B, Proposed legislation













"^.Vhat About Dollars?” -
pp. 153-154
"Economic Problems of
the Family" - pp. 479
493







J. H. E., Vol. 28, No. 9
J. H. E., Vol. 29, No. 1
J. H. E., Vol. 29, No. 10
P. H. E., October, 1937
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,




SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES AND PROBLELS
1. Make a study of governinent specifications for some commodity
used in the home, as sheets,
2. Compare a homemaker's usual method of selecting sheets with
the government's method of buying them,
3. Set up some standards or specifications for a few house-
hold commodities, according to the requirements determined
by the class
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Homemaking” - p. 112
"Consumer Bx;ying" A.H.E.A.
pp. 11, 12
J. H. E., Vol. 28, No, 103, Value
A. To consumers
B. To manufacturers J. H, E,, Vol. 29, No. 3
P. H. E., April, 1937
P, H. E., May, 1937
P. H, E,, December, 1937
J. H. E., Vol. 29, No. 7

SUGCSS1ED ACTIVITIES MD PROBLEMS
1. Have each pupil choose a commodity such as canned or
packaged goods, and make a list of ail the brands
she can find for sale in the local stores,
2. Compare samples of various brands of the same article,
such as sheets, canned foods, or common pins,
3. Pupils collect labels of various kinds for class
discussion concerning:
A. Amount of information
B. Accuracy of information
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"'//hat About Dollars?" -
pp. 154-155
J. H. E., Vol. 28, No. 5
’’Consumer Buying" A.H.E.A.
pp. 6, ?




. Di sadvant age s
D. Procedure
"Economic Problems of
the Family" - Ch. 22
"Economics of Household
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SUGGESTED ACTTVITISS AND PROBmiS
1, Select some specific commodity and compare one purchased at
a retail store with one from a mail order house.
£, Compare prices on some specific article purchased at an
independent store and at a chain store,
3. Compare price and quality of an article such as stockings
purchased at:
A. Department store, large and small
B. Small toTTO store
C. Specialty Shop
D. Mail order house
E. ”Five and Ten”; "Q,uarter”; ^Dollar” stores.
4, Pupils bring to class cosmetics of the same brand which
were pinrchased at department stores, drug stores, and the
”Five and Ten”. Compare for containers, amount of contents,
and price.
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Income" - Ch. 17
"When You Buy", pp. 147-
150
2, Credit "Vi/hat About Dollars?" -
A. Charge accounts pp, 6-8 and 96
B. Budget plan




3, Comparison of Cash and "Economic Problems of
Credit Buying the Family" - Ch, 21
"Economics of Household
Production" - Ch, 17
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SUGGESTE3D ACTIVITIES AM) PROBLEI/lS
1. List the advantages which are accorded the charge
customers at a store,
S. Compare prices of a few articles at so-called ”Cash
and Carry” stores and at stores with charge account
and delivery services.
3. Find out the difference in price on goods bought for
cash and those bought ”on time”.
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indirectly, to the subject, ’Consumer Education", is
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Outlines of units as prepared and used in three
vocational schools:
Essex County Agricultural School, Homemaking Department
New Bedford Vocational School, Homemaking Department
Chicopee Trade School (General Vocational Department)
and Chicopee Continuation School, (Girls’ Division),
Grateful acknowledgment is hereby given to these
schools for their contribution
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A. To correlate information from previous Fabric
Study units with material from other courses,
i. e., Clothing, Economics, and Family
Relations.
B. To show how this information may be applied
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SOURCES OF CONSUMER INFORf/AHON
Problem I
Approximately one-balf of the yearly national income is spent
"over the counter". Women are responsible for 809& of the retail
purchases na.de. If American women purchase goods and services
il
v/isely, the advantages gained in home and community life will be
M
many.
Too often, through carelessness or lack of knowledge, pur-
I
chases are made which later prove unsatisfactory. In this problem,
we shall discuss some ways by which we may become better consumers.
Group ^
1, As a consxaraer, do you ever feel the need for more information
than that given you by salespeople?
2, What is the purpose of the United States Bureau of Standards?
3, How does the Department of Agriculture aid the consumer?
4, Write to the Government Printing Office for a bulletin vdiich
you feel would be of value in Fabric Study Class,
5, In wiiat ways are state and local governments protecting the
consumer?
6, Name two private organizations vdiich aid the consumer through
educational material,
I
7, Name three commercial agencies which provide unbiased education-
;
al material for the benefit of the consumer.
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Group II
1, 'iThat types of consumption indicate progress?
2. (Vhat types of consumption are harmful?
1
I






4, Give reasons for satisfaction or dissatisfaction with purchases
I
named, in tiie preceding question,
j





Textile Fibers - Hess, pp. 267-284
Economics of Cloth and Textiles - Dooly, pp. 103-107, 147-149
Textile Fabrics - Wingate, pp. 24-31
Textile Problems for the Consumer - pp. 102-105, 113, 120-122
(The Consumer Movement - What it Means - Ruth O’Brien)
( J
I
(Report of Boston Conference on Distribution 1935 )
I
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Economics - Smith, pp. 39-46
I
High School Economics - Ihompson, pp. 87-91
' Selected Magazine Articles
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WHERE SHALL Vffi BUY
Problem II
Before making purchases the consumer must decide viiich stores
in the community will best meet her needs. Other factors being
equal, she generally biiys i^diere the price is lowest. However, price
is not the only factor to be considered. Large purchases which
cannot be conveniently carried influence the selection of a store
which delivers goods. Desire for a particular brand of goods means
shopping where that brand is sold. For many people, especially in
rural districts, mail order shopping is most convenient. People who
pay their bills by the month, may select stores which allow charge
accounts.
Advertising exerts a tremendous influence on present day
purchasing. If we are wise, we will read all advertising material
very carefully and ask ourselves what facts, if any, are given
about the article described.
Group ^
1, List ten factors which might determine the type of store at
which retail purchasing is done,
2, Discuss growth and development of the chain store,
3, Discuss the growtn and development of the modern department
store,
4, Why may chain stores often sell goods more cheaply than their
competitors?
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5. iVhat are advantages offered by the independently owned depart-
ment or specialty store?
6. What courtesies have you a ri^t to expect from store managers
and salespeople?
7. iVhat courtesies have they a right to expect from you?
8. Why is the habit of returning goods a costly one?
9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of charge accounts?
Group II
1. How important is advertising in present day selling?
2. What practices in modern advertising do you consider unfair?
3. Do advertisements give facts?
4. How do descriptions in mail order catalogues compare with those
given in newspaper advertising?
5. Can you account for the difference vdiich you find?
6. Is the customer always right?
7. IVhy are sweat shops harmful to fairly run business?
8. Comment on the following rhyme:
"I went with two cents, to buy Doll a dress,
What think you I saw? I*m sure you can’t guess.
A red sugar horse, such a beautiful one,
I bought it and ate it, and now it is gone.”
9. Copy the Shopper’s Creed into your notebooks.
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HOW TO PURCHASE UHOERGARI.IENTS
Problem III
A study of clothing budgets shows us that expenditures for
undergarments vary from as littleas 7^ to as much as 15?J of the
total clothing allowance. When hosiery is included, the amount is
considerably more. American girls and women purchase most of their
undergarments ready made. Sometimes construction of underclothing
at home may have advantages. In this problem we shall discuss the




1. What two methods off knitting are used in the construction of
knit undergarments?
2. Which method gives the more durable garment?
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of knit underwear?
4. Vftiat points would you need to consider vdien making or buying
sleeping pajamas?
5. How might these points differ when lounging pajamas were being
considered?
6. Which requires tiie larger amount of material, a straight cut
or bias cut slip?
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8. Vi/hat size slip corre^onds with the following dress sizes;
14, 16, 18, 20?
9* What bust nieasure corresponds with nightgown and pajama size 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20? Do these sizes correspond with dresses
of the same size?
10, What is the length from shoulder to hem in a size 18 nightgown?
Group II
1, liVhat materials may be used in making slips?
2, YJhat types of finish, top, hems, and seams are most satisfactory
for everyday slips?
3, What are the advantages and disadvantages of bias cut imder-
garments?
4, vVhich would you prefer, rayon or silk taffeta, for a slip? »Vhy?
5, For what general types of figure are the following pantie
sizes recommended: 17, 19, 21, 23?
6, Give directions for laundering a foundation garment of reinforced
rayon brocade with lastex inserts,
7, From a health standpoint, what precautions should we observe
vdien selecting bandeaux?
8, How have changing styles in underwear affected the cotton,
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Recent studies of the methods by vtiich women shoppers select
dresses give us a clue as to vity there are so many dissatisfied
customers. One study showed that weighted silk was chosen by the
majority in preference to pure dye silk because it felt heavier.
Another study made to determine the accuracy of information
given by salespeople showed 47 out cf 50 clerks misrepresent amounts
of weighting in silk. Women were often unable to distinguish
between rayon and silk, and 2,500 women answering a qiB stionnaire
unanimously demanded more informative labels . Rayon shantung and
cotton or rayon fabrics woven to resemble linen were among the
fabrics difficult to identify. In this problem we shall consider
ways by idiich we may become more intelligent purchasers of ready
made dresses.
Group ^
1, "Vhat sizes are to be found in the junior miss departments?
2, What sizes are to be found in the misses’ department?
3, For what type cf figure are Junior misses' styles designed?
4, For what type of figure are misses* styles designed?
5, How does the quality and suitability of findings affect the
price and general appearance of a dress?
6, List 10 cotton and 3 linen fabrics suitable for wash dresses,
7, tVhat weaves are most satisfactory for wash fabrics?
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8. How much meaning have the words ”Pre Shrunk"?
9. How can you test good goods for shrinkage?
10. ’<7hat are "Sanforized" fabrics?
11. Give directions for testing the color fastness of yard goods
to water and light.
Group II
1. Describe the test for weighted silk.
2. Describe tests for pure dye and weighted silk.
3. Describe the test for rayon other than acetates.
4. Explain wiiy the cost of upkeep and accessories should be con-
sidered with the initial cost of the dress,
5. Explain special precautions necessary vhen pressing or cleaning
acetates,
6. ^//hat types of seam finishes are used for wash dresses?
7. !7hat type of seam finish is used for dresses which are to be
dry cleaned?
8. ’.Vhat is the cause of water spotting?
9. Compare advantages and disadvantages of ready made and made
at home dresses.
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HOV/ TO PimCHASE A COAT
Problem V
Wise selection of a coat requires much care and thought.
Coats, whether of cloth or fur, are the most expensive items
in the clothing budget. Furthermore, a coat is purchased not for
one season but for several. Extremes either in color or style
usually date a coat so that the wearer feels conspicuous a second
season. Conservative styles and colors are good for several seasons
and enable the wearer to feel well dressed as long as the coat is
usable. Quality of workmanship is important because a poorly
tailored coat never looks well. Materials should be suited to ihe
age and activities of the wearer. The lining should be sufficiently
durable to give at least two seasons* wear. The buyer ought to know
the real origin of the fur used in trimming a coat, and vhat its
relative worth and durability are. Vflien selecting a coat entirely
of fur, the buyer should trade only with a routable merchant.
The care given to coats and furs influences both ^pearance
and wearing qualities. Coats should be cleaned before storage to
destroy the larva of moths. Fur coats or fur trimmed coats should
be sent, if possible, to storage vaults. If coats are stored at home
they should be put in an air-tight container with one of the
mothicides advocated by the Department of Agriculture.
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Group
^
1. Review tlie rulings of the Federal Trade Commission vhich
regulate the sale of wool merchandise,
2, Give directions for sponging wool material before making a coat,
3. Name three silk, two rayon, and one wool material used for
lining coats.
4, Name three materials used for interlining.
5. '.Vhy are collars and facings interlined?
6, What are the advantages of having the coat and lining hemmed
separately?
7, Name two furs suitable for trimming the coat of a school girl,
8. Define virgin wool, pulled wool, reclaimed wool.
9, Hew does the manufacture of worsteds and vroolens differ?
10. Define the terms tailor made, custom made.
Group II
1. Are the wearing properties of fur in direct proportion to their
cost?
2. VJhat are the characteristics of a good pelt?
3. At vhat season are the best pelts taken?
4. List at least five names given to rabbit’s fur.
5. Rank the following furs in order of their durability: beaver,
rabbit, raccoon, squirrel, muskrat.
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HOW TO PURCHASE STOCKINGS
Problem VI
The ancients wore no particular covering for the legs, but
during the Mddle Ages, hose or leggings of cloth came into use;
and at a later period the art of knitting stockings was invented,
according to some authorities, by the Spaniards, while some
attribute it to the Scots. In 1689 William Lee of Nottinghamshire
,
England, invented the stocking frame, a machine for weaving
stockings vrfiich was in use and scarcely improved upon for nearly
two centuries. Lee met with little encouragement in his attempts
li
to set up an establishment in England. After he died (in poverty)
a knowledge of his machine was carriedbeck to England by some of
his workmen who established themselves in Nottingham, which has
since remained the principal seat of English hosiery manufacture.
Group I_
1. What are runs? How do they start and what are their causes?
2. ’^Vhat causes the fineness or coarseness of stockings?
3. 'iVhat are the distinguishing marks of a full-fashioned stocking?
4. Be able to define the following terms:
A. piece dyed C. water-spot proofing
B. ingrain D. gauge
E. coarse
5. ’/Jhat are the distinguishing marks of a circular knit stocking?
6. Describe the processes in each of the following steps: boarding,
finishing, pressing, pairing, boxing.

7.
V/hat is the appropriate stocking for sport, for school, for
business, for informal, and formal wear?
Group II
1. Vl/hat are outsize stockings?
2. VJhat are the different qualities of silk used in stocking
manufac turing ?
3. A. ;/hat is plating?
B. Vi/hy is it done?
C. VJhat is the effect?
4. iVhat is the difference between sheer and seinrice weight in silk
hosiery?
5. A. Vfliat is lisle thread hosiery?
B. IVhat is chiffon hosiery?
6. IVhy are reinforcements necessary?
7. A. ^jThy do some stockings become lighter or change color when
laundered?
B. In the combination of silk and cotton in a stocking, does
the cotton change color more noticeably than the silk?
8. VJhat are the items that enter into the cost of hosiery?






1, Garter Stop - (hem or welt ) - the top of the stocking should
have a hem from three to four inches wide, as it becomes
considerably narrower when stretched over the leg. The top
is usually double for increased strength, and may be entirely
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of silk like the leg, silk outside with cotton facing, or all
cotton. The best type of cotton hem is a lisle construction,
that is, one made of a smooth, two-ply mercerized cotton yarn,
well twisted. Ihis gives excellent service.
The ribbed top is the accepted standard for men^s socks and is
made of either combed or mercerized cotton or wool.
'' 2. Runstop - a special stitch below the hem to stop runs that may
start in the hem.
3. High splice - is the reinforcement above the heel. For dur-
ability select silk plated over mercerized cotton. For beauty
and she erne ss, silk reinforced with silk is unsurpassed.
I
4. Heel hock - a special stitch as a reinforcement against runs
'' where leg and foot are joined.
1
'I
5, Heels and soles - are reinforced to withstand friction of the
ii
shoe. Smooth inside seams are important in insuring comfort to
I
i
the wearer. The yarns used in their construction may vary widely
as to kind, size, ply, quality, and twist and thus influence the
cost of the stocking.
6. Toe guard - sometimes called tip-of-the-toe. An extra 3rarn
besides the regular reinforcing yarns to insure greater strength
at this point where there is severe wear and strain. If you
hold the stocking to the light you can tell if it has a toe
guard
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7, Toe block - rectangular reinforcement at the side of the foot
to cover the big toe joint. To be of real value the top of
the toe block should be above the center of the fashioning
diamond or panel on the toe,
B, Fibers used in hosiery
1, Silk
a, Q,uality is an important factor in determining appearance,












a. Properly mercerized cotton is fine, long, and smooth, The
size, ply quality, and twist of the yam influence the quality
and cost of the stocking*
b. Lisle is a hard twisted cotton yarn. It presents a dull
finished stocking. Used to reinforce heel and toes of silk
stockings*
c. Characteristics:
(1) strength (6) launders successfully
(2) softness (7) soils readily
(3) inexpensiveness (8) absorbs moisture slowly
(4) durability (9) fades
(5) coolness
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3. Wool
a. Tlie beat and finest wool socks and stockings are made from




(E) elasticity (6) dyes successfully
(3) warmth (7) absorbency
(4) light weight
4. Rayon
a. Since its discovery, less than a century ago, this man-
made fiber has made remarkable progress. In hosiery it is used
alone or combined with other fibers. In men’s socks,' rayon is
used to produce patterned effects,
b. Characteristics;
(1) loses strength when wet (5) fairly strong
(2) lustrous (6) fairly elastic
(3) dyes readily (7) cool
(4) stretches
5. Combination of fibers
a. silk and wool
b. silk and cotton
c. wool and cotton
(1) mixtures of wool and cotton are designated 50-50;
70-30; 10-90; etc. Ihe first figure gives percentage
of wool - the next of cotton
d. wool and rayon
e. silk and rayon
C. Construction
1, Full-fashioned
a. Knit in a flat piece on a straight bar with many needles.
Narrowing and shaping is done by dropping stitches. For
example, if you will examine a full-fashioned hose, you will
see lengthwise rows of stitches at the calf of the leg which run
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diagonai^ly toward the seam where they form "fashion" marks. A
few rows on either side run parallel with the seam. The leg of
a full-fashioned hose is knit on a machine called the "legger".
The stitches are then transferred to the "footer" (the machine
that knits the foot). This requires great skill. A variation
in tension or a change of the yarn will he noticeable in the
finished stocking, causing shading and rings. A good stocking
does not show where the foot and leg are joined.
2. Seamless or circular knit
a. Knit round and round on a circular needle bar with the
same number of stitches throughout forming a straight tube. No
needles are dropped for shaping. However, a mock seam is taken
in at the back and imitation fashion marks put at the calf of
the leg to imitate full-fashioned hose. The stockings are
finished and shaped by drymg on forms. You can distinguish a
seamless stocking by the fact that all lengthwise rows of stitches
run parallel the full length of the hose and there is no seam at
the side of the heel.
b. Recognized by:
(1) loosened tension and widened rows of knitting caused
by stretching
(2) tightened tension causes smaller and closer stitches
(3) rows of knitting run parallel at mock-fashion marks -
no converging for stitches have not been dropped or
added
(4) seamless heel and sole
(5) string of knots on inside
ii
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3 . Combination full-fashioned and seamless
a. These are knit with a seamless leg and full-fashioned foot.
This method combines comfort and economy and is very satisfactory
for women’s sports hose, men’s socks, and children’s stockings,
4, Cut hosiery




(3) usually made of cheap cotton - occasionally made of
nulaneri silk
D. Textures of silk hosiery
1, Textures and weights are determined by the number of strands of
silk combined in a yarn, the amount of twist in the yarn, and
the number of needles used in knitting the hose.
|
2, A strand is a very fine thread formed by reeling and combining
the filaments from several cocoons. Hie number of strands that
are combined and twisted together, determine the size of the
yarn and, therefore, largely the weight, strength, and sheemess
of the hose,
5. Weights of silk hosiery
1, Chiffon hose have two to fo\ir strands combined in the yarn,
2, Midweight or service chiffon hose have four or six strands in
each yarn,
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F, Q,uality of stocking influenced by
1* The amo\itit of twist in the yarns influences the texture and
appearance, Ibe greater the twist within reasonable limits,
the firmer, stronger, and less lustrous the hose,
2. The gauge of a stocking indicates the number of 'needles on the
knitting machine in a space of one and one-half inches. For
example, in the making of a 45-gauge hose, 45 needles on the
machine cover one and one-half inches of space. A full-
fashioned stocking is usually knit on a 14-inch bar. Hius a
45-gauge stocking should have 420 stitches around the top of
the stocking. In comparing stockings made of the same size and
quality of thread, the higher the gauge the finer the stocking,
G, Method of finishing stockings,
1, Piece dyed stockings are knit from raw silk with natural gum.
After knitting they are boiled in a soap solution to remove the
gum. The stocking is then dyed and finished,
2, Ingrain stockings are knit from yarn which has been degummed,
dyed, and finished before knitting. They are only suitable
for dress occasions as service is sacrificed to beauty.
3, Water-spot proofing is a harmless chemical process and gives
protection and durability to the yarns.
H, Size
Is determined by the length of the foot in inches. For














From 29 to 31 inches is most satisfactory for women’s silk
hose. Men’s socks are usually 14 to 15 inches long. There’s
no standard length. The length is the distance from the bottom
of the heel gore over the curve of the ankle and parallel to the
front line of the stocking up to its top.
Stretch
Women’s stockings of average size should stretch to 11 1/2 to 12
inches at the top of the hem. Ah outsize stocking should
stretch to 14 to 15 inches at the top.
The ribbed top of men’s socks should be firmly knit of durable
yarns to insure permanent elasticity. The top of the sock should
stretch and still not bind,
Note t The instep is one of the weakest points structurally in a
sock or stocking, and should have sufficient elasticity and
strength to withstand strain, A well fitting sock or stocking
should have adequate stretch across the instep to heel.
Corresponding sizes
Shoes Stockings













7 1/2-8 10 1/2
81/2-9 11
9 1/2 - 10 11 1/2
10 1/2 - 11 12
L. Care of stockings
1, Buy the correct size, usually one-half size larger than the
foot. Be sure that the stockings are long enough for the leg.
^ell fitting hose usually insures longer wear.
2. If hose wear out at the heel, the shoe may he rubbing. Buy
shoes that fit snugly at the heel, or wear a pair of heel
linings.
3. Handle silk hosiery carefully. Stockings and socks should be
rolled down to the heel and drawn over the foot. Fasten garters
at the sides of the welt to avoid strain or tightly stretched
hose,
4, Remove drawn or clouded places in silk hosiery by carefully
inserting one hand in the stocking and stretching the clouded
place gently over the end of one finger. Move the finger back
and forth crosswise under the clouded places. Nine times out
of ten this will remove snags and clouds.
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5 • Proper laundering of stockings
a. wash every day
h, use mild soap making a heavy suds in lukewarm water
c. squeeze, raising and lowering in the water
d. rinse in several waters
e. fold in a bath towel
f. pull gently into shape, hang carefully
g. cautions
(1) never rub
(2) do not iron
(3) do not hang on radiator to dry
(4) vrash immediately after wearing
6. Mending (keep your feet well cared for - a sharp or rough
surface can ruin a silk hose)
a. catch runners
b, mend runners
c, reinforce thin places
d. overhanding ripped seams
References
Hidden Values - «Vhat to Look for in Buying Hosiery - Sears, Roebuck
Textiles and Clothing - IfcGowan and V/aite, pp. 67-68
Textiles - Dooley, pp. 159-163
Textile Fabrics - Dyer, pp, 59-63
Clothing Choice, Care, Cost - iHoolman, pp. 77-79
Hosiery Buyer’s Data Book - Kraemer
Practical Home Economics - February, 1934
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HOIV TO PURCHASE SHOES
Problem VII
l.
Good leather is the most satisfactory material used in
making shoes. It is durable, flexible, easily shaped and sewn.
Tanning, dyeing, and finishing processes make possible a wide
variety in color, texture, and gloss. The heaviest cowhides are
used for soles. Lighter hides, calfskin, sheepskin, and kid are




and the section of the hides from vdiich the leather
is taken, influence the quality.
The shaping and tyling of shoes is done on wooden lasts. The
shoe is allowed to remain on the last from three days to a week.
The longer the time on the last, the more permanent the shape of
the shoe. The two common methods of jointing soles and uppers are
the Welt method and the McKay, In the Welt method a strip of ii
leather called the welt is used to join the upper to the sole, with
the stitching on the outside. This is the most durable nethod of
construction. The McKay shoe has the upper tacked to the inner and
|
outer sole, all three are then stitched together. The tacks are left
in and both tacks and stitching can be felt from the inside, ll
The turn shoe is constructed by stitching the upper, wrong side
out, to the sole. The shoe is then ’’turned” ri^t side out. Turned
shoes cannot be repaired easily and are generally used for dress
li
shoes, rather than everyday wear.
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Littleway and Stltchdown are two other methods used in shoe
construe tion,
The quality of innersole, box toe, heel, and lining all affect
the quality and price of a shoe. Leather heels with a rubber lift
are used for everyday shoes. Leather covered wooden heels are used
for dress shoes.
The war draft of 1,918 showed that 65fo of enlisted men wore im-
properly fitted shoes. In a girls’ college examinations showed that
883 of the 900 girls examined had foot abnormalities caused, in most
cases, from poorly fitted shoes. A well fitting shoe is a half inch
longer than the foot. It is wide enough to give room for foot
spread vdiich comes in walking, and fits closely under the arches and
at the heel. Heels for everyday wear should not be high enough to
throw the body out of line.
Group ^
1. How do the lasts used in making cheap and expensive shoes differ?
2. VJhat is split leather?
3. ^ii/hat is meant by tap grain?
4. How is patent leather produced?
5. What disadvantages have patent leather shoes?
6. How do the innersoles and box toes differ in cheap and high
priced shoes?
7. What effect have hi^ heels on body mechanics?
8. What are the advantages of rubber heels?
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1Group II
. Remove one shoe, place it on a sheet of paper and trace around
it,
2. Stand with the shoeless foot on a piece of paper, trace around
your foot.
3. Compare the two tracings,
4. What do most medical advisers say about built-in steel arches?
5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of sneakers?
6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of rubber soles?
7. When are cork innersoles used in shoes?
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Cotton - generally used by most families; various qualities
Linen - used by wealthy families; advantage is coolness
Sizes - torn length
Single size - (54" x 96"), (63" x 99"), (54" x 93 1/2"),
Three quarters - (72" x 99"), (72" x 108"), (81" x 99"),
Length double - (90" x 99"), (90" x 106")
A satisfactory size sheet wriiich is at least 24" wider than
the bed, and 24" to 36" longer than the bed.
Quality
A. Thread count
Federal specifications used for all government purchases
and usually accepted as minimum standards require that
the thread count for bleached cotton sheeting be 7" in
the warp and 66" in the filling.
B. Tensile strength
In government specifications it must be 70 lb. in warp
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Is it firm and soft, or harsh and starchy? ’Trong side
looks as good as right. Yarns regular and close
together,
V# Values to consider in buying. Summarize
Size, durability, cleansing qualities, smoothness, fineness
of texture, thread count, and tensile strength,
VI. Grades of cotton sheets
Cheapest quality - unbleached; usually wears longer, but
not as attractive in appearance and feel.
Good quality - percale; fine and smooth, 76” x 78" thread
count, carded cotton.
Best quality - "Ex Wamsutta" sheeting; 90" x 90" thread
count, combed cotton.
Sheets can be purchased ready made or by the yard. Usually
cheaper to buy by the yard; generally better quality for
similar price.
VII, Supply of sheets
At least four sheets to a bed.
If beds are all same size, three sheets to a bed is
sufficient.
Three pillow cases to one pillow
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VIII Comparison of cotton and linen sheets,
Linens wrinkle easily and cannot he straightened out; but
cottons may be smoothed by hand.
Linen has lustre and feels cool.
Cotton apt to be fuzzy.
Linen yarns more irregular.
Linen much more expensive,







42" X 36", 42" X 38 l/2"
42" X 40 1/2”
45" X 36" X 45" x 38 1/2"
45" X 40 1/2"
A pillow given as 20" wide is 40" around and therefore
should have a 42" case.
Pillowcases may be made from wide material with a seam at
the side, or made from material that has been woven in
tubular form. This is known as pillow tubing; pillowcases
made from it are usually more expensive than the ones
with seams
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HOiff TO BUY BLANKETS
I, Kinds
Wool, wool and cotton, cotton,
II. SoiiTce of wool
A, Important producing countries: Australia, New Zealand,
South America, South Africa, England, and the United
States.
B, Animals furnishing best wool: Merino, Lincoln, and
Leicester Sheep.
C, Characteristics of the fiber: bright, strong, live, of
good color, and free from foreign substances,
i:
III. Varieties in color and their use
A, Light colors: green, peach, lavender, pink, blue, vdiite,
yellow, cream, tan, gray, and plaids. These are generally
selected for home use.
B. Dark colors; black, gray, brown, red. Used for institutions,
camps, or may be used in homes by personal preference.
Solid color blankets, double faced, with the same or
contrasting bindings.
IV, Size
A. Single blanket - use 60" r 84", or 60" x 90"
B. Double blanket - use 72" x 84"
C. Extra large blanket - use 80" x 90"
D. Massive colonial bed - use. 90" x 108"

E. Bassinet size - use 32’’ x 42", or 36" x 54"
F. Crib size - use 42" x 60", or 48" x 66"
G. Carriage cover - use 32" x 42"
H. Baby blanket - use 36" x 54"
V* Advantages and disadvantages
A. Advantages of single blanket
1. It may be used for a single or twin bed.
2. Easy to fold and leave at foot of bed for extra
warmth •
3. Ivlay be used for decoration
B. Disadvantages of single blanket
1. It has only two napped sides for warmth.
C. Advantages of double blankets
1. They have four napped sides, providing good warmth.
2. Can be cut in halves if needed.
D. Disadvantage of double blankets
1. They are difficult to fold and arrange neatly.




A. Fold top sheet over blanket to help in keeping blanket
clean; use of cover sheet.
B. V/hen storing, wrap clean blanket in heavy paper, adding
some camphor to prevent moths, or spray with guaranteed





a. Use tepid water and have good suds so they will
stay up when blanket is immersed.
b. Souse blanket up and down in suds gently,
squeezing suds through soiled spots. Do Not Rub .
Finally, squeeze out as much suds as you can by
hand and drain soapy water from the tub.
c. Rinse blanket three times in clear tepid water,
being sure all the soap is thoroughly removed.
Squeeze blanket out from the final rinse by hand,
d. A clear windy day is best for drying blankets.
Hang over the line, not in direct sunlight. Do
not use clothespins.
e. Stretch blanket frequently while drying, both
lengthwise and crosswise, to help prevent undue
shrinkage
.
f. Blankets must be thoroughly dry. They are never
ironed. Fold down evenly as you take them from
the line,
VII. Amount to have on hand
A, Depending upon individual needs, but in general two
blankets each, and an extra pair for any emergency.
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VIII. Factors to consider in buying
A. Feeling
1. All wool: warm, wooly, springy,
2. Cotton; heavier, dead or lifeless, soft.
B. Nap variation
1. Better grades have heavy thick nap.
2, Caution; be sure heavy nap doesn’t cover an inferior
blanket.
C. Price
1. Usually a good gauge,
2. Cotton blankets are cheaper than wool,
D. Large blankets allow for tucking in, which is very
satisfactory in cold weather.
E. If budget allows, summer blankets may be bought in
smaller size.
F. Buy your blankets from a reliable dealer.




Counterpanes, dimity, crochet, satin, silk, lace,
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III. Advantages of each variety
Counterpanes: inclined to be heavy; do not wrinkle; stay
in place on bed.
Dimity: light, easy to launder; reasonable in price;
found in various qualities.
Crochet: work of art; can be made in leisure time; can
be preserved for generations; very durable.
Unbleached muslin: introduction of color for decoration;
easy to launder; inexpensive; pretty
for simple room.
Cretonne: gay and attractive; element of color.
IV. Factors to consider in buying
Compare spreads of different manufacturers.
Consider price - weight- laundering possibilities.
Decide on color scheme of room.
Buy from reliable dealer.
Compare price and quality of ready-made versus one you
could make yourself.
HOW TO BUY PUFFS AMD COITORTABLES
I. Use
For warmth; in addition to blankets for bedding; may be
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Grades
Cotton wadding filling; wool and cotton filling; wool
sheeting; down; old blankets covered with material.
Advantages and disadvantages of each grade'
Cotton: not as warm; may be made at home inexpensively;
moths do not spoil; filling often lumps when
laxindered; cheapest to purchase.
V/ool: warm; may be laundered or dry cleansed; moths will
destroy if care is not used; more expensive tnan
cotton
Down: very warm and light; may be washed or dry cleansed;
sunlight, shaking, no wringing.
Covering
tteiy vary in relation to decoration in home: percale,
cretonne, rayon, chintz, taffetta, satin, etc.
Old blankets - cotton wadding - wool sheeting may be
covered with many pretty materials.
Sizes
Wool: single and double.
Cotton: single and double.
Down: single and double.
Points to consider in purchasing
Warmth without weight; beauty - softness; possibilities of
laundering; practical use; color scheme of room; comparison
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CHICOPEE TRADE SCHOOL (GENERAL VOCAHONAL DEPARTO/ENT)
AND CHICOPEE CONTINUATION SCHOOL, GIRLS» DIVISIONS
CONSUJ.ER INFORJ.'ATION ’.'rCTH REFERE^ICE TO
HOUSEHOLD FABRICS

CONSmiER IKFORl/ATION ’,VITH REFE3ffiNCE TO HOUSEHOLD FABRICS
Specific Subject: Curtains
I. Aim:
A. To have pupils identify common curtain materials,
B. To be able to recognize good and poor qualities in them.
C. To know their relative cost and value,
D. To obtain the best value for money spent.
II. Method:
A. Presentation of illustrative material such as newspaper
advertisements, magazine illustrations.
B. Discussion and study of manufacturers’ labels and book-
lets on cxxrtains,
C. Study and examination of actual curtain samples,
III. Development:
A, Our Need for Curtains
1, Softens the glare
2. Gives an atmosphere of privacy and warmth
3. Hides unsightly views
4, Softens structural lines of window
B. Types Suited to Various Rooms
1. Living Room - Dining Room
a. Rich patterned effects
b. Smartly tailored
2. Bedroom
a. Soft, ruffled effect ^ ladies’ room
b. Plain, severe type - gentlemen’s room
•V
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Kitchen, bathroom, hall, etc,
a. Simple types of serviceable materials
Types Offered by Merchant
s
Magazine pictures, booklets and newspaper ’ads’* shown to
illustrate the following types or styles, also prices in








8. Directoire and other some-
vdiat extreme styles
Study o_f the Following Samples :
1. Net
a. Square, b. Round, c. Hexagonal, d. Novelty
2. Ivlarquisette









10, Synthetic: Rayon and Celanese
11 . Mohair

E. Problems Confronting Shopper
1. ^ecific use
2. Harmory with other furnishings, wallpaper, drapes
!i
3. Permit greatest amount of light?
i
4. Will it shrink?
5* Tubfast - sunfast J[if colored)?
i
1
6. Dots woven or synthetically inserted? ij
I
j
7. Weighted or filled?
i
8. Pulls out of shape easily?
9. Width in relation to price.
!i
F, ^.Vhen Buying Ready-Made Curtains Ij
1. Is quality of workmanship good? !l
ij
2. Edges firmly and neatly finished?
3. Is quality as good as when purchased by yard?







5. yiore economical than by the yard?
6. Adjustable tops any advantage?
ll
j'
G, Accessories and Trimmings
1, Brief consideration of decorative curtains rods, '
wooden cornices, fringes, braids, cloth and metal
tie backs and ornamental push pins.
H. Sximmary
1,
Pupils to choose curtain materials suited to Iheir
needs.
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2. To state their reasons for their selection
IV, References
"A Girl’s Problem in Home Economics” - Trilling and Williams
||
Illustrative Fiaterial Used in this Unit:
Samples of Curtain Material: 1. Assembled by Teacher
” " "
" 2,Celanese Corporation
" ” ” " 3, Scranton Lace Company
Booklets;
Well Dressed Windows - Better Homes and Gardens !
•Quaker Cxirtains - Quaker Lace Company i
Beautiful Windows - Judd Drapery Company Ij
Modern Draping Modes - Kirsch Rod Company
Rooms of Colorful Charm with Waverly Fabrics - A Shumaeker i
Company
!
Draperies and Color Harmony - Orinoka Mills Company
ii
In the Cause of Better Casements - The Chase Company




Local stores - The Steiger Company, Pooles, Stillmans
i
New York stores - Gimbels, Bloomingdales, McCutcheons,
i
Lord & Taylor, LJacys, B, Altman i
4
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